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Active learning session based on Didactical Engineering framework for conceptual change in students' equilibrium and stability understanding

Engineering students on control courses lack a deep understanding of equilibrium and stability that are crucial concepts in this discipline. Several studies have shown that students find it difficult to understand simple familiar or academic static equilibrium cases as well as dynamics ones from mechanics even if they know the discipline’s criteria and formulae. Our aim is to study the impact of a specific and innovative classroom session, containing well-chosen situations that address students’ misconceptions. We propose an example of Active Learning experiment based either on the Didactical Engineering methodology and the Conceptual Fields Theory that aims at promoting a conceptual change in students. The chosen methodology allows, at the same time, a proper design of the student learning activities, an accurate monitoring of the students’ rational use during the tasks and provides an internal tool for the evaluation of the session’s efficiency. Although the expected starting conceptual change was detected, it would require another activity in order to be reinforced.
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Introduction

Equilibrium is a scientific concept that appears in control theory as well as in mechanics, electricity or many others disciplines in natural or social sciences. In fact, equilibrium is a cross-cutting concept involved in all areas that use a systemic approach and that deal with complex systems like engineering. For this reason, it is included in all curricula across the world at many levels from primary school (in France for example) to university. The importance of this concept was pointed out once again by the National Research Council in this “Framework for K-12 science education” (2012)
which is the base of the “Next Generation Science Standard” in the United States:
“Constancy, often in the midst of change, is also the subject of intense study in science”
(American Association for the Advancement of Science, 1993). This constancy is exactly what equilibrium means: a particular stationary state.

As mentioned above, this study is focused on the part of engineering education that deals with the control of dynamic systems. In this discipline, the equilibrium concept is generally presented in mathematical terms: an equation’s fixed point, and leans on examples from mechanical systems. That is why we focus on this area but it is clear that the global aim of this sequence is to change the student's equilibrium understanding in all the disciplines in which it is used (chemistry, electricity, etc.).

In control courses, one observes a lack of a deep understanding of equilibrium and stability among the engineering students. However, throughout their syllabus, equilibrium and stability are approached in different ways, and at different academic stages: at early stages in essentially static ways, in mechanics for example, and later, by dynamical analysis, in control courses. In fact, there is little clarification regarding the differences between those ways and how they are linked. We assume that it is a major source of confusion and misunderstanding (misconceptions) for engineering students. This confusion is also strengthened by the use of those words in everyday-life with a meaning that does not coincide with their scientific meaning. Several studies have shown that students encounter difficulties in understanding simple familiar or academic static equilibrium cases from mechanics (Newcomer et al., 2008; Ortiz et al., 2005; Palmer, 2001; Flores-García, 2010; Gunstone, 1981) and some others show that the understanding of equilibrium and stability is strongly disturbed in case of moving reference frames (Tamayo et al., 2012; Canu et al. 2014) even if students know the
discipline’s criteria and formulae. In fact, few of the students’ difficulties seem to be linked directly to a lack of theoretical knowledge concerning the mechanical concepts of equilibrium and stability, but instead from the results of inappropriate reasoning. In fact, while many classical engineering control courses are mainly focused on declarative and procedural knowledge (Shavelson et al., 2005) they cannot improve students’ understanding of equilibrium and stability throughout various situations because this implies strategic skills or reasoning. Our research question is therefore: is it possible to improve this kind of equilibrium and stability understanding in students and how?

Overview of research

Equilibrium and stability

Many studies have focused on the understanding of equilibrium concept beyond the mere knowledge of criteria, and most of them deal with equilibrium while almost none are concerned with stability (which is probably considered to be a separate concept). Much research has been devoted to investigating students’ difficulties in understanding general physics concepts, including equilibrium, in order to identify alternative modes of reasoning. Gunstone (1987), for example, observed that many students have trouble understanding various concepts in mechanics, especially equilibrium in static pulley/mass systems. He concluded that many students could actually be reasoning in ways that are quite different from those taught in classrooms. For example, in the pulley/mass system, after pulling down one of the mass, many students (44%) predicted the masses (equal masses on each side of the pulley) would return to their initial positions (same level) involving the use of equilibrium.
Albanese et al. (1998) examined this issue from a historical point of view by taking into account the influence of real-life (i.e. every-day), non-academic situations on the construction of students’ reasoning, otherwise known as spontaneous reasoning or common-sense reasoning (Viennot, 1979). They brought to light certain energy and dissipative aspects that distinguish academic situations from those of everyday life and possibly influence or even account for some of the difficulties in understanding the studied phenomena.

Some studies have dealt with the equilibrium concept indirectly in their investigations on the mechanisms that could lead to alternative reasoning about general physics situations and therefore the above mentioned difficulties. One example is the study by Pozo et al. (1992), who organized and classified students’ alternative reasoning in the form of mini-theories. In this study, the students were asked to reflect on simple static situations (e.g. a book on a table, on a ball, on a spring, etc.) and the authors were able to identify the strong role of context and the apparent inconsistency of the students’ reasoning facing with situations involving the very same physical principle as the action/reaction principle related to static equilibrium situations.

Other investigations have been specifically focused on the understanding of equilibrium. Some were carried out at the child’s psycho-developmental level in line with the work of Piaget, such as Siegler and Chen (2002), Bonawitz, Lim, and Schulz (2007), and others at the undergraduate level, for example the study by Newcomer and Steif (2008), in which students were asked to express their views on the equilibrium of static systems of rope-connected beams, that by Ortiz, Heron, and Shaffer (2005) involving prototypical static balance systems, or the work of Flores-García et al. (2010) concerning mixed static pulley/mass or pulley/spring systems.
Setting aside the study carried out on children — which nevertheless reveals some very interesting aspects pertaining to the basic reasoning about the moments of forces or distance/mass compensation — it is once again apparent that students’ conception about a particular system is highly dependent on the context and some visual aspects. For example, it seems that most students believe that the horizontality of a fulcrum is the sole equilibrium criterion for systems that look like a balance scale (Ortiz et al., 2005), and hold the same belief about the identical height of two masses suspended on either side of a pulley (Gunstone, 1987).

As for the application of textbook criteria, rules or methods such as the sum of forces and moments, these studies suggest that students have difficulty in applying all of them together (Ortiz et al., 2005, Newcomer & Steif, 2008) (i.e., they may check for equilibrium by using the sum of forces or the sum of moments, but not both) or fail to include all the forces in their reasoning, with some internal forces being overlooked (Newcomer & Steif, 2008).

To date, only static equilibrium (within the field of mechanics) has been dealt with in the literature and its link with stability has yet to be considered. On the one hand, those concepts are scientifically linked even if it is possible to separate them (i.e. to speak of equilibrium without speaking of stability as it is the case in almost undergraduate levels). On the other hand, Canu et al. (2014) found that in students’ minds, those concepts are mixed up and lead to assimilation and priority phenomena which can be revealed in dynamic system cases. So, we claim that studying the link between those two concepts is an appropriate way to access student’s reasoning.

**Conceptual Fields Theory and conceptual change**

In light of the above we propose a conception - or reasoning - typology about the equilibrium/stability concepts within the French constructivist framework of the
Conceptual Fields Theory (Vergnaud, 2009). This theory is a developmental one and, as said by Vergnaud himself, she

“[…] has two purposes: (1) to describe and analyse the progressive complexity, on a long- and medium-term basis, of the mathematical competences that students develop inside and outside school, and (2) to establish better connections between the operational form of knowledge, which consists on action in the physical and social world, and the predicative form of knowledge, which consists on the linguistic and symbolic expressions of this knowledge”.

Vergnaud uses the concept of schemes that are the roots of cognitive development as many psychologists - like Piaget - defined them. The function of a scheme is “both to describe ordinary ways of doing, for situations already mastered, and to give hints on how to tackle new situations” (Vergnaud, 2009, p. 88). They are adaptable - or we could say dynamic - resources that allow the assimilation of new situations by accommodating to them. For that purpose, they must contain ready-made rules, tricks and procedures that have been shaped by already mastered situations - operational invariants, namely concepts-in-action and theorems-in-action - as well as a process of adaptation, a computational aspect that generates goals, subgoals and rules, as well as properties and relationships that are not observable (inferences). Schematically, each situation provides common elements from which the subject is going to construct operational invariants. From these invariants, the subject can analyse a new situation, acts and extracts possibly new operational invariants, and so on: this two-way construction is called relational calculus.

So, this theory provided a framework in which we are able to seek influences from experiences – everyday one as well as academic one – in students’ behaviour or reasoning in front of some equilibrium situations. Those reasoning or conceptions may
constitute a scheme made up from concepts-in-action and action rules. In fact, Canu & Duque (2014) identified three main reasoning – i.e. conceptions - about equilibrium, named: “equilibrium-immobility”, “equilibrium-stable” and “equilibrium-unstable” as represented in figure 1 (Canu, 2014) which gives a representation of the scheme in the Conceptual Fields Theory framework. In this diagram, the top plane represents the operational invariants space and the lower plane represents the action rules plane. Both are linked by relational calculus.

They can be seen as three conceptions about this concept. As many conceptions, these ones are operational in some situations but the generalisation of the correspondent action rule, for example in the sense of a binary opposition, may lead to application errors. For example, the “equilibrium-immobility” reasoning works in the case of a book at rest on a table (which is an equilibrium situation) but many students use the opposite of this same rule to justify the fact that if an object is moving, this implies its non-equilibrium state (which is false in general while objects in a translation movement at a constant speed are in mechanical equilibrium).

The important thing here is that this set of conceptions does not constitute one single conception of equilibrium in students’ mind – but it is one single scheme - but three, which are not clearly linked. It seems that this aspect is responsible for the apparent incoherence of the students’ reasoning in equilibrium situations. In fact, depending on the studied situation, students will use only one of these scheme aspects at the same time. This point of view is close to the diSessas’s or Minstrell’s one: it is a fragmented view of student’s conceptions. Those three misconceptions, showed in Canu & Duque
(2014) [p. 296], play the same role as the elements shown in diSessa et al. (2004) [p. 850]. In fact, they might represent Minstrell’s facets (Minstrell, 1992) or some sets of diSessa’s p-prims (diSessa, 1993).

Moreover, from this Conceptual Fields Theory’s point of view, the lack of a link between those conceptions in students’ mind – said that is, the structure of the schemes - is both the result and the cause of the lack of confrontation with rich equilibrium situations. Thus, the theory directly provides an idea for changing this conceptual structure: students must be exposed to a problem-situation that contains a set of specific equilibrium situations, and which are representative of the three identified reasoning. This could drive students to link or merge all their previous equilibrium conceptions into a broader one, closer to the scientific equilibrium concept: this reorganisation is what we call conceptual change here. Figure 2 represents the final state of the scheme in the chosen representation of Theory of Conceptual Fields. The reorganisation is symbolised by the inclusion of the three mechanical equilibrium types (indifferent, stable and unstable) into the equilibrium concept (conceptual invariants plane). Because of the strong interdependence between the action rules and the conceptual invariants, the action rules will be merged too, in a behavioural way of thinking (like “What is the system behaviour from the initial equilibrium state faced with a perturbation?”).

[Figure 2. near here.]

Thus, our research question could be refined in this way: Is it possible to change engineering students’ conception (their equilibrium concept understanding) by confronting them with appropriate situations? This study aims at designing and testing a classroom sequence that promotes this kind of conceptual change in engineering
students’ mind in order to bring them to understand all equilibrium situations in a more coherent way. As it is a constructivist point of view, this aim cannot be reached without the use of a student-centered teaching approach, namely an Active Learning approach. That is why in order to design the expected classroom sequence we decided to use the Didactical Engineering (Artigue, 1994) methodology.

**Didactic Engineering framework and Active Learning**

The design and the assessment of the sequence are in fact embedded in this methodology. As Artigue said, “Didactical engineering is the design and experimentation of teaching sequences, adopting an internal mode of validation based on the comparison between a priori and a posteriori analysis within the framework of the Theory of Didactical Situations (Brousseau, 1997)”.

It is, with some precautions discussed at the end of this article, at the same time a research methodology and a methodology to develop teaching products. In fact, the Active Learning core of our work resides mainly in this methodological framework. As said Prince (2004) “Active learning is generally defined as any instructional method that engages students in the learning process. In short, active learning requires students to do meaningful learning activities and think about what they are doing”. That is exactly the basement of the Brousseau's Theory of Didactical Situation that underpin the Didactical Engineering methodology. As Brousseau said, “Teaching consists exactly in bringing about expected learnings in students by putting them in appropriate *situations* in which they will respond spontaneously by some *adaptations*” (Brousseau, 1988, p. 324). The (learning) *situations* to which he refers are real active learning situations because they cause students *adaptations*, namely *constructions* of knowledge. Moreover, in the Didactical Engineering these adaptations must lead to students' *observable behaviours*, in a word, *actions*. Some authors like Chi
(2009) call this kind of activities “constructive learning” and it is considered that this kind of activity implies more than simply “doing something” (hands-on). As Bonwell & Eison wrote in their report about what Active Learning is (see endnote 3), students “must read, write, discuss, or be engaged in solving problems”, namely be involved, which not necessarily implies hands-on or group activities. However, the proposed sequence includes some group activities in order to promote socio-cognitive conflicts (see the description below). All of these aspects allows us to match 5 of the 6 hints proposed by Vos & de Graaff (2007) to raise the effectiveness of an active learning activity (the learning objective is not open as we want students overcome a specific conceptual difficulty).

Methodology
The Didactical Engineering includes four steps:

1. A preliminary analysis investigating the epistemological, cognitive and institutional conditions and constraints;
2. A design and a priori analysis with particular attention paid to the identification and selection of values for the didactic variables and anticipation of their potential effect on the “students-milieu” interaction;
3. An experimentation;
4. And a posteriori analysis and validation of the hypotheses underlying the design

The major part of the first step is included in the previous sections of this article, except the institutional and historical issues we cannot detail here (for more details, see Canu, 2015). As said before, the core of this methodology is the second step which completely relies on the interaction between students and the learning environment that Brousseau called the milieu (Brousseau, 1988, p. 321). This interaction could be seen as a process
of “equilibration” (Piaget, 1950) from which we assume it is possible to drive the students’ behaviour by the management of a given milieu. The main idea here is to hypothesize some specific links between the construction of knowledge and the behaviour of students in a particular situation (which is a part of the milieu). Thus, by managing some didactical variables of the situation one can foster a student’s particular behaviour which then implies the construction of the desire knowledge. In fact, we can only “see” the behaviour of students, and not directly the construction of the desired knowledge because it is a internal, personal, cognitive process; that’s why the a priori analysis should provide some elements that link the students’ behaviour and the knowledge construction. Those elements are specific hypothesis, called didactical engineering hypothesis here (“DEH” in the following). Finally, the students’ behaviour in the situation is attested by way of some hypothesis indicators (“DEHI”) which are the observable elements we are going to seek in the activity records (videos, audios, questionnaires, etc.).

The sequence design
As shown in figure 3, the whole sequence contains two sessions: one for the equilibrium concept and another one for the stability concept. Those two teaching sessions are based on the same architecture; we only detail the first one. There are four steps, two individual ones (1 and 3) and two collective ones (2 and 4). During the individual steps students are asked to state the equilibrium of various systems, in order to engage them into a personal active reflexion, and during the collective ones, they have to confront their opinions about those systems in order to construct a definition of the studied concept; this is the socio-constructivist (Doise & Mugny, 1981) part of the learning situation.

[Figure 3 near here]
A priori analysis

As said before, our choice is to put students in a situation in which they could be presented with various kinds of equilibrium. More precisely, here, students are asked to define the concept of equilibrium from the study of three systems: an equal arm balance, a human body and a pendulum-on-a-cart (see Canu, 2015, for more explanations about the two first systems and Canu et al., 2014 for the third): it is a definition problem. To promote the expected conceptual change, we chose to use a socio-cognitive conflict approach (Vygotsky, 1978; Ausubel, 1968, Doise & Mugny, 1981) which implies small student-group work. This approach involves promoting a mismatch – the conflict - between students’ forecasts or ideas, and facts. One expects individual conflict (intra-personal) as well as collective one (inter-personal).

In order to start the first cognitive conflict, students have to analyse individually two equilibrium balance cases and two equilibrium body cases (table. 1). Then, they are asked to say, individually, if each case is an equilibrium case and why.

Results from previous studies suggest a variety of students’ responses that are representative of particular misconceptions. For example, case 1 in general is considered as in equilibrium by a majority of students. On the contrary, for case 2, half of the students consider that it is not an equilibrium case (this is the outward sign of the “equilibrium-stable” conception). Thus, these elements, collected a paper-and-pencil Multiple Choice Questions (MCQ), are observable behaviours directly linked to the initial students’ rationales or conceptions.
So, the second step of the session is to leave students facing the correct answer: all cases are cases of equilibrium. Because of the mismatch between their forecasts and this fact— in other words, the reality - given by the professor and some of the students, the group debate should lead to a cognitive conflict in students’ mind. For this, some students with erroneous conceptions about the given concept are expected in each group. However, the prevalence of the pre-cited conceptions in the studied student population is sufficient to naturally fulfill this condition: a study we drove on 410 French and Colombian engineer students showed that 79% of them consider the equilibrium of a horizontal prototypic equal arm balance while only 22% consider it for an inclined prototypic equal arm balance.

During the group debate that follow, students have to find a first definition of equilibrium based on the study of those four cases and have to design an experiment that stems from it. This last exercise is directed at focusing them on equilibrium parameters like positions, disturbances, forces, etc. as well as time, in order to include those elements in their definition (for example, the identification of role of disturbances will help students to make a difference between equilibrium and stability). These two first steps will drive students to define equilibrium as a stationary state or, at least, as an “at rest” state, in agreement with the “equilibrium-immobility” conception. In order to infer this change in students’ rational, we expressed a first didactical engineering hypothesis (DEH1) and the corresponding indicator (DEHI1) that links the observable behaviour of students and their rational. So, if students include the ideas of time-constant state or variables and disturbance absence in their definition of equilibrium (this is the observable element DEIHI1), then the construction of a stationary equilibrium conception from the study of these situations can be inferred (this is the hypothesis DEH1). This clues in a starting conceptual change.
The next two steps are designed to upgrade the previous definition in order to take motion into consideration. In particular, students have to discuss the role of frames of reference that is directly linked to the definition of the system limits: for example, which force is internal or external? Indeed, a previous study (Canu et al, 2014) showed that in this case of moving frame of reference, students’ equilibrium conception is strongly perturbed.

Those steps aim at clarifying the equilibrium conditions in relation to external effects like those of pseudo-forces (inertial forces). Like in the two previous steps, the first one is individual and implies the study of two others cases: a pendulum-on-a-cart (table 2) equilibrium situation compatible with a zero acceleration of the cart, and another one compatible with a non-zero acceleration.

Students are asked to judge the possibility of the equilibrium for both the pendulum and the cart compared to the cart frame and to the ground frame. Then, during the next final step, they have to discuss their responses in order to take into consideration the previous definition (which does not work as it is in those cases, so this will produce a cognitive conflict) and the other students’ opinion in a broader definition.

**Experimentation**
Two rounds of this didactical engineering sequence took place during the academic year 2013-2014 within the control design course of a Colombian engineering faculty. 37 students participated in this experiment during the second semester of 2013 and 50 students during the first semester of 2014. The first session was audio-recorded in order
to analyse the students’ arguments. Students were settled into 4 or 5 during the debates phases.

Table 3 shows the results of the first individual multiple choice questionnaires (MCQ). Only the first balance case (case 1) and the “man case” (case 4) led to unanimous answers. However, even in the case of a correct answer, some students provided incorrect or approximate arguments. For example, in the second case, a student can answer “yes”, using the following argument “There is no external force troubling its natural state […]” while the weight and the fulcrum reaction on the arm are indeed external forces.

In fact, quantitative results are only indicative ones, and were used only to record the heterogeneity of answers. The most important elements come from justifications we are going to analyse in the \textit{a posteriori} phase.

\[\text{[Table 3 near here]}\]

\textbf{A posteriori analysis}

The main objective of this analysis is to verify (indirectly) the hypothesis of the \textit{a priori} analysis (called DEH). For that, the “real” students’ behaviour must be confronted with the expected one. The indications for students’ behaviour come from the audio-transcription of the debates and the writings provided by all the multiple choice questionnaires (the justification parts). Roughly, the writings provide the activity’s results (intermediate or final definitions) and the audio-transcriptions offer elements that explain how those results were produced, and the way students followed during the debates. So, for each important element in the definition (stationary condition, time, disturbances, system limits, etc.) we can verify its construction: moment of appearance, justification, discussion, etc.
As an example, figure 4 shows a short sparring match (verbal exchanges) between four students about the effect of disturbances in the “body” systems. In this excerpt, they discuss the role of disturbances, and more particularly the behaviour of the system when faced with such an action from outside the system. In the case of the human body (person), it is clear for them that an action from the wind or another person is a disturbance and this kind of argument comes more directly than in the balance case. For example, some of the students argued: “if there is a change in the environment that acts on the woman, she is going to fall”. The equilibrium state of the system is a fact at this point for the students. So they can only discuss the definition of this concept and notice that while the balance and the body react differently to an external disturbance, they still are in equilibrium. This is a first step which drives them to the correct distinction between equilibrium and stability concepts. For example, at the end of the excerpt (verbal exchange), one student suggests that studying the system in the absence of external action changes could be enough. This is one of the expected arguments or indicator (DEHI1) that account for the verification of the DEH1 hypothesis expressed in the a priori analysis.

Nota: We can see here that the role of “internal forces” is not very clear in students’ mind. In fact, unlike the balance one, the “body” is a controlled system and the torque that acts on the foot is not only an “internal force” effect. The equilibrium body cases were chosen for this reason too: some studies (Newcomer and Steif, 2008, for example) report that students find it difficult to identify external and internal forces in a system.

We can infer that these difficulties come from a failure in the system definition – limits - and this example is appropriate for questioning this points. This specificity have been discussed by students in the stability sequence.
Results
In the Didactical Engineering methodological frame, results appear in the confrontation between the \textit{a posteriori} analysis and the \textit{a priori} analysis. Students’ statements (audio and written) show that they were able to define the equilibrium concept taking into account the role of time (the stationary aspect), the disturbances (their definition and their effect on the studied system), and the definition of the system limits (that include the choice of the variables to take into account in the analysis). Finally, most of the group gave a definition in agreement with the expected elements like: “A system is in equilibrium if the variable(s) of interest do(es) not change over time, assuming that the disturbances remain constant”. This is one of the expected indicators of the first session goals achievement and, in comparison to the initial students’ arguments and conceptions; one can thus infer a beginning of conceptual change during the session.

Discussion
The efficiency of the sequence relies on the construction of a proper – i.e. a scientific - definition of the equilibrium concept (and then of stability) by the students themselves. In order to reach this objective, students must use their previous conceptions about the given concepts and compare them to the opinion of their peers and to the expected behaviour of some well-chosen systems, in order to construct their own understanding. The \textit{a priori} vs. \textit{a posteriori} analysis shows that students’ arguments during debates and their writings (intermediate and final ones), which are observable behaviours; allow us to infer the construction of the expected knowledge. Remember that in this kind of activity, no new elements of knowledge are offered by the professor during the activity.
In fact, in our case, students have (globally) all the required elements of knowledge in order to resolve this definition problem. Thus, the expected conceptual change here is “only” a rearrangement of this previous knowledge in the sense of a scheme modification (in fact, new action rules in the conceptual fields theory) involving a more scientific and coherent reasoning. However, this does not mean that it is an easy task. In fact, as shown by statistical data collected in the final exam of the course where this activity took place, we could only consider that the sequence started the conceptual change but this effect should be confirmed. More precisely, the extension of the equilibrium concept from these cases or situations to another domain or any equilibrium situation is not guaranteed even if we have some elements in this way (results from a final examination). This point should be deeply investigated in other study and it is important to note that this is not specifically due to the methodology limits but to the nature of the learning objective. In fact, although Didactical Engineering is mainly a research method, it can be used as a learning activity design method with some precautions that are presented in Artigue et al. (1991, 2009). More precisely, the presented learning sequence can be seen as a micro-engineering sequence as it deals with short time activities (1h20) and sequence (2 times), well-delimited concepts. Moreover, the teacher intervention is restricted to the minimum. In this case, it can be claimed that the distance between the research product and the action product (Artigue, 1991, p.14) could be considered as very small. Additionally, the implementation of this sequence was included in a typical – said, classical - control course and design to be part of it, in order to ensure correct reproducibility and stability.

Conclusion

This study shows that it is possible to reach a significant effect in students’ understanding of physical or engineering concept using an adequate sequence design
with the Didactical Engineering methodology, even in case of deeply rooted misconceptions like in the equilibrium case. This methodology could be supported by various theoretical frameworks according to the specific desired learning effect. In our case, a psycho-cognitive approach allowed us to design a sequence that promotes a conceptual change which consists in a unification of various alternatives conceptions. The proposed sequence implies a strong teacher commitment in order to guide students’ work during the sessions but without direct “provision of knowledge” in agreement with its constructivist bases. In fact, each session entails also a real student commitment and as many others active learning strategies, this only can work properly with a low teacher/students number ratio.
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For more details about this notion of milieu, which is more than a simple social environment, read Brousseau (1988) *La théorie des situations didactiques*, La pensée Sauvage, pp. 115–160, Grenoble.